2004 ford freestar electrical problems

Table 1 shows 21 common electrical system related problems of the Ford Freestar. The number
one most common problem is related to the electrical system 71 problems. I just came across
this website and wish I wrote this a year ago because I would have made a complaint then. I
have had many issues with the lights flickering, coming on automatically when it rains, my
interior lights staying on and actually catching fire because it had gotten so hot. Read details
Different things are happening. My van idles at a higher rpm. My van doesnt want to crank on
the first turn of the key. My van is possibly miss-firing. My front wiper motor has stopped. My
alternator was replaced. Now my battery light comes on but then may go off. We replaced the
torque converter about a year ago, on our own; we were not familiar with the recall on that part.
The van started to exhibit same issues a few weeks later. We went to the dealer where we
learned of the torque converter recall. Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related
problems of Ford Freestar. The Electrical System problem I just came across this website and
wish I wrote this a year ago because I would have made a complaint then. The Wiring problem
We replaced the torque converter about a year ago, on our own; we were not familiar with the
recall on that part. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Battery problems. Ignition
Coils Failure problems. Battery Dead problems. Electrical Failure problems. Ignition problems.
Car Will Not Start problems. Mass Air Flow Sensor problems. Instrument Panel problems.
Ignition Module problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Headlights Turn Off While
Driving problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Starter problems.
O2 Sensor problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Horn Assembly problems. Camshaft
Position Sensor problems. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford Freestar based on all problems
reported for the Freestar. I just came across this website and wish I wrote this a year ago
because I would have made a complaint then. I have had many issues with the lights flickering,
coming on automatically when it rains, my interior lights staying on and actually catching fire
because it had gotten so hot. My radio used to turn on by itself or not turn on at all, which has
now been replaced. My van has literally died on me while driving more often at times when I'm
making a turn or slightly moving my steering wheel. Has almost caused a few accidents
because it shuts off without warning. My van will usually have a higher rpm when it's running in
park or with foot on break waiting at a red light. Then suddenly the rpms drop and fluctuate high
and low and shut the engine off. My transmission is also starting to fail by not shifting properly.
Usually into second gear. The indicator lamp light flashes with means error with the
transmission. That is most likely due to the power train automatic transmission torque
converter getting wet or it is powertrain automatic transmission. Also have issues with my my
power steering the wheel knocks and sorta locks up at times , fluids have been checked and
were perfect. I believe that it's associated with the steering hydraulic system failure. Pcm has
issues do to moisture which affects electrical slipping gears abs sensor problem power steering
issues and tcm and this vehicle has all safety problems according to recalls none of it was fixed
because Ford says your VIN number is not on list. The indiana alpr tracking system causes
electrical malfunctions including the abs brake system and various other unknown
malfunctions. The abs module has failed on the subject vehicle and the alpr attacks continue.
These alpr attacks are initiated by electrical apparatus on top of telephne poles and on police
cars. These attacks can be heard by sudden unexpected loud thumping on my dashboard which
could cause an accident in addition to the abs brake system failure. These attacks occur both in
motion and when stationary. The thumping is expecially surprising in traffic and could easily
cause an accident. Plus, I do not have abs protection on slick roads. Everytime I stop at either a
stoplight or stop sign it stalls out. The battery light comes on and then goes back off. I am able
to restart it back up and continue it on. I have had the electrical computer fixed and had a full
tune up done and it still stalls out. My van has a problem with water, that is when it rains the
vehicle starts having problems with several components. The problem as I have being able to
trace it, is that the water that comes off the front windshield and into the plastic that covers the
cowl area where the wipers are drips on to the main electric wire harness connection that
comes from the inside of the car and connects to the engine bay wire harness. As the wire
harness connector gets wet, the vehicle starts acting up. I took the van to my mechanic but he
was unable to find a problem, it was dry. I took the vehicle to a Ford dealer and, to my surprise,
they knew about the problem but told me I had to pay the repair because its covered on a
technical service bulletin TSB but its not a recall. How can this not be a recall when the van is
going along well and as soon as it starts raining, I start having drive ability issues,
transmissions starts acting up, engine starts acting up, some times stalls, in general I have a
vehicle that appears to be "allergic to water. I put a date on the "when did this happen" field but
this is an ongoing issue. Like many others who have complained about electrical problems on
the Ford Freestar, I have to add my complaint regarding my Ford Freestar. First of all, when I

bought my van used about 4 years ago, I did research on it, and learned about the issue of
water getting into the pcm. So I took the van to a Ford dealership - campbell Ford in niles
michigan - and one of their mechanics dried and sealed the pcm, along with the area at the base
of the windshield that is prone to leak. That was two years ago this van also had the torque
converter work done by the previous owner. So here's the problem I'm having now: when
driving, occasionally for no apparent reason, my radio goes dead, no time, no display, no
music, and then the brake and abs light appear on the dash, along with the battery light and
airbag light. This lasts for a few seconds, and then everything returns to normal sometimes the
battery light stays on permanently. When this happens I lose no power and the van drives like
normal. I replaced the battery a few days ago and this has made no difference. This vehicle I
received numerous recalls and had many problems with this vehicle. Major electrical problems.
When it would rain and get car wash the electrical system would malfunction and cause engine
not to run properly and check engine light would come on. In April of engine was
malfunctioning and caused me to get in accident. This vehicle has since been impounded and
loan company santander trying to bill me for remainder of loan and now causing major credit
issues. The Freestar is shorting out all the sensors are shorting out u took it to be put on
machine and it cane back with 17 sensors malfunction going on and it's the only vechele I own
and I've googled the problem and I see other people are having the same problem what should I
do I might be driving down the road and the vraje sensor is going and I can't stop I'm not rich I
cantvgo buy another van please help me. The power control module pcm gets wet. The car will
then exhibit various failures including engine stop, transmission failure to engage, engine code
indicators. This can happen when stationary transmission won't engage or in motion engine will
shut off above certain speeds, may be miles per hour or the transmission will begin slipping.
Ford has issued a technical bulletin TSB on this issue. My car has spent 10 days at Ford to be
serviced after having the safety recall service for the torque converter performed. The vehicle
was behaving unpredictably, sometimes stalling out while idled, stalling out while in motion,
sometimes idling with high or low rpms. The dealership took it back in to check the torque
converter, they then said it wasn't the torque converter but the throttle body, they then cleaned
that and said it's not the throttle body, it's the pcm. The pcm is taking on water from a flawed
design of the above pcm where water is retained and eventually leaks on to the connector. This
issue creates a number of different symptoms making it hard to identify the origin of the
problem. Causing extended stays for maintenance. This should be rectified by Ford and not it's
customers as there's no way this flaw can be caused by user error, it's a design flaw that should
not exist. It would die and then fire right back up just to do it once again. Soaked pcm connector
was to blame both times. This is obviously a design flaw by Ford and needs to be taken care of.
I'm glad I was not on the interstate or in the middle of an intersection. I was driving the vehicle
and it was raining outside and as I was driving all of a sudden my car just died in the middle of
the freeway no warning ,no nothing just died I almost was rear ended, I took it to a mechanic
who said the pcm is not sealed properly and got wet and fried out this is unbelievable that Ford
would see tons of these complaints like I have seen online same problems and put people lives
and their childrens lives in danger with this poor manufacturing. What can I do??? Started
sputtering, jerking, and stalling pcm was wet causing all kinds of havic lost power going into a
turn and almost went into a ditch Ford needs to recall this ongoing problem and get it fixed
before something major happens alot of people are complaining and Ford knows it is there fault
and they have a problem but refuses to take care of it. Had the torque recall done last August by
a local dealership, and while accelerating yesterday I lost all control of the vehicle and the
engine stalled, transmission is now shot and the pcm is damaged from the moisture even
though I had completed the TSB the dealership advised me of. Several sensors kept failing
randomly, and would only last about a month. While driving on the freeway at 55 mph my
vehicle lurched forward drastically and then stalled. I was able to get it to the side of the road
coasting as I was in the outside lane. I could restart the car but only go feet and it would stall
again. I managed to get it off the road into a parking lot and found out the car wouldn't go into
reverse. Although I could go forward. I am now being told that there was a torque converter
recall for this year and make of car but not for my vehicle. I am being told the transmission will
need rebuilt and be at a cost of dollars. The car has approx. I was told by the transmission shop
this is a common problem with this car even if they are repaired they tend to have problems
again. It should be noted that it had snowed a large volume that day and there was a lot of water
on the roadway. Stopped at a stop sign and the van would not move. No gears worked. Couple
days later, it drove fine. Couple days later no gears again. With all the transmission problems
and the wet pcm problems, I can't believe Ford doesn't have to recall these van because of the
pcm!! I was traveling on a busy road last Sunday. My van completely shut down with no
warning. I had no power steering or power brakes and was almost rear-ended. Thank god I

managed to get to the side of the road. I started it again and it happened again three more times.
I had it towed to jim's auto service and they think it could be related to water leakage onto the
computer. I called Ford to ask about this and they said that they knew nothing about this but I
found information about this problem all over the internet. I asked them how could my mechanic
know about this and they didn't?! I am 60 years old and babysit my grandchildren full time and I
am afraid to drive them in this vehicle! I also do not have the money for major repairs. I hung up
with Ford feeling frustrated since this could have been a fatal situation if I had been on the
highway with my granddaughter. The contact owns a Ford Freestar. The contact stated while
driving 70 mph, the check engine and trans axle lights illuminated on the instrument panel.
Immediately after, the vehicle stalled and was not able to be restarted. The vehicle was towed to
an independent mechanic. The technician was unable to diagnose the failure. The manufacturer
was not made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was
unknown. Almost every time we start the van, the odometer has all dashes through the reading
and the speedometer will not work. After restarting the van sometimes several times it fixes
itself. The problem has been getting progressively worse. I have been seeing a lot of
information in forums about water getting on the pcm due to a manufacture error, but have not
seen a recall for the issue. After removal of the air damn to do minor maintenance to the vehicle
water is able to seep pass a misplaced spot weld and drip on top of the pcm unit. Damage to the
unit causes several issues including the problem I am facing with my van. In November of , our
Ford Freestar quit working. Yes, we had the torque converter recalled and put on back when
they had that recall. November was the first time we had this happen to our car. It was raining,
and our car would not go into gear, it quit working. What made this bad is that it was on the
freeway! We had to be towed to a dealership. The dealership then stated that many people were
having the same issue with the electronics getting wet, so he dried it, then let it set for a couple
days and caulked it. We thought that would end those problems. We took it back to the
dealership to which they replied that we needed a new electric module. How much? Here it is
now April and guess what? Was driving with cruise control and vehicle started lurching while
driving. While in park rpms go up and down. Feel like vehicle is struggling. Had recall issue
taken care of last month. Doors also lock when they want to and sometimes windows don't
work. Always happens after rain. Recently had the transmission torque converter changed
under recall. Today it was running rough, and would stall out. It was a dangerous situation as I
was in heavy traffic at the time. It seems that this problem has happened to many other owners
of the same car. Tl- the contact owns a Ford Freestar. The contact stated that the rear hatch
door does not open manually. The hatch button that opens the door, works intermittently. The
manufacturer was contacted. The private mechanic diagnosed that the door locking devices
needed to be replaced. There were no repairs completed on the vehicle. The failure mileage was
, and the current mileage was , As I see this is a very common problem with all model year
Freestar vans. Water leaks onto the pcm and shorts out then your van won't run or if it does not
very well. Mine won't start and gives all kinds of random mil codes. Was diagnosed with water
in pcm. Plain and simple Ford needs to issue a recall for this because all the vans have it or will
get it. While driving my son to school, vehicle stalled at 45 mph and engine died. Got vehicle
started again, died again, managed to get vehicle back home. This issue has been happening
intermittently ever since with no warning engine will die while driving vehicle. I have been
advised by a mechanic that this is due to the pcm getting wet repeatedly. After researching
issue on-line, this appears to be a design issue that Ford should address immediately before it
results in a fatality. I drove my car to work in the morning. At 2pm, I tried to drive, but could not.
The car started, but I could not move forward or backward. I had no symptoms that a problem
was about to happen before this. When the tow guy came, he moved the car by hand with the
engine running. He was able to drive it a tiny bit sometimes forward and sometimes back, but
sometimes not at all. We towed it to medford Ford where it was diagnosed as needing a whole
new computer brain. They said there was "moisture" on the computer. They said that this
vehicle is "notorious" for this problem. Gov odi no. I have totally broken down in this vehicle 5
times, each for major repairs. Car died in heaver rain on major road. All lights lite on dashboard.
Problem was water intrusion on ecm. Ford dealer in levittown claim the followed tsp on problem
18 months later same problem water damage on ecm. Claim there was no tsp on problem. Had
to show them the tsp and they still are not following it. Cpsc i Consumer stated after driving the
car in the rain, a few days afterwards the vehicle spurts and shakes violently. The consumer
also stated the check engine light would come on and flash. The vehicle also jumped when
accelerating and vibrated while at a stop. The consumer stated as soon as she drove the vehicle
in the rain, the problem started again. The vehicle then stalled while in park. Returning from a
'dump run', I noticed the plastic cover for the 3rd row passenger seat, driver side, had been
dislodged and was lying on the floor. I went to reconnect it and I found the latch 'floating'. It was

no longer part of the vehicle. I could see out through the wheel well. After further inspection, I
saw that the welded plate, that should be part of the van was no longer attached. I haven't
looked at the tire for damage, yet. This is a design and manufacturing error, as the latch bracket
used to secure the passenger seat in place, needs to be a permanent part of the vehicle. I'm
afraid to take it to the local Ford dealer for fear of being gouged on the cost to repair, which
should be at Ford's cost. If this was a pick up truck with exposure to the elements all the time, I
could see a rust issue. This vehicle is lightly used and garaged nightly, so it shouldn't happen ever. The other comments on this page are all similar to my experience with this part. Right
now, I'm using a strap to hold the piece in place, stretching to the latch on the passenger side.
Comment: this van has had too many quality issues since we purchased it in - torque converter
replaced, driver seat heater replaced, transmission replaced, cruise control switch mech.
Replaced, ignition replaced. Our Ford Freestar stalled, and then surged after accelerating from a
stop. The next day the check engine light came on. We took it to a local Ford dealer, capital city
Ford in indianapolis, who in indicated the code was for a fuel pump problem. In late February
the van began to stall and surge again. We suspected the same problem. It continued to do this
off and on for the next two weeks and on March 8th the check engine light came on again. We
were advised that the there was "moisture" getting into the pcm causing the problem and not
only was it causing the engine to stall, but was giving wrong error codes. We were advised that
it "seemed to be" a design flaw in the location of the pcm in that it is in line with the waterflow
from the windshield. After much research on the internet on this issue, it appears it is a
long-standing issue with many owners of this vehicle and even with replacement of the pcm the
problem will happen again due to the design flaw. The safety risk related to engine stalls due to
the failure of the pcm is unacceptable. The failure of the dealership to identify this well-known
problem and charge us for a repair fuel pump that was unnecessary is unconscionable. Having
this problem 4 days in a row, engine quits at any speed lose of steering and brakes, car will
speed up without the accelerator being moved, Ford said water in the computer could cost 1, to
1, Checked on my computer found page after page of the same complaint and Ford motor
company refuses to fix the problem!! B going to act. The pcm internal computer is crashed and
cause the veh to run poorly and not start, drained batter, etc - this is an issue with a lot of
Freestars as I read online and was told to submit the info so that maybe they will do a recall and
get this fixed. Thank god it did not happen while driving. Power train:automatic
transmission:control module tcm, pcm vehicle speed control the pcm shorted out because it
got wet through the cover of the hood. This appears to be a relatively wide-spread problem and
if not addressed and repaired correctly, it could happen again. After a major rain storm, tried to
start my car and it would start, but would quickly stall. Had to have car towed. Did not have
reverse gear. Garage told me I needed a new transmission. Did have a recall notice to replace a
faulty torque converter, but died before I was able to get scheduled. I believe the problem
started with the pcm board getting wet. Towed to a Ford garage for repairs. Hoping that I get
treated fairly. I believe Ford should pay for entire repair bill - new transmission and new pcm
board - after all their faulty parts were the reason for the failure! The mirrors will only move
down and in toward the vehicle. Now the alarm starts blaring for no apparent reason. Cd player
comes on at will. The dealership says they fixed the doors and can no longer find an issue since
they can not recreate the issues with the doors or cd player. These electrical issues are a
potential hazard while driving. When Ford says that you should not drive the vehicle, then they
know there is an issue and should be held responsible to provide alternate transportation. Car
Problems. Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System problem 2. Electrical System problem
3. Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System problem 6.
Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8. Electrical System problem 9.
Electrical System problem Other Electrical System related problems of the Ford Freestar.
Electrical System problems Wiring problems. Battery problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems.
Battery Dead problems. Electrical Failure problems. Ignition problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Mass Air Flow Sensor problems. Instrument Panel problems. Ignition Module
problems. While there was a redesign of the interior and exterior, the Freestar still inherited
some of the design flaws of its predecessor. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns
a Ford Freestar. While the vehicle was undergoing routine maintenance by an independent
mechanic, the contact was informed that the control arm was protruding through the frame and
created a hole. In addition, the check engine indicator illuminated. The local dealer was not
contacted. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was contacted and did
not assist. The failure mileage was approximately , Consumer stated transmission just started

to slip and makes a thud sometimes slips bad. Consumer has changed the transmission oil and
filters. Alpr system on telephone poles and police cars are attacking my vehicle. Already
destroyed my ABS brake system module and now working on my starter motor, blower motor,
speed control and etc. Some attacks cause loud base drum like thumping on my dashboard.
Other attacks lock my gearshift lever in park, unlock my doors. Stop my speed control from
working, and etc. These attacks have been ongoing for about 4 years. Along with these attacks,
police cars frequently threaten me with head-on collisions. The thumping scares me when it
occurs in heavy traffic and could cause an accident. These attacks occur in all modes of vehicle
operation and when passing alpr telephone poles and police cars. My van has a problem with
water, that is when it rains the vehicle starts having problems with several components. The
problem as I have being able to trace it, is that the water that comes off the front windshield and
into the plastic that covers the cowl area where the wipers are drips on to the main electric wire
harness connection that comes from the inside of the car and connects to the engine bay wire
harness. As the wire harness connector gets wet, the vehicle starts acting up. I took the van to
my mechanic but he was unable to find a problem, it was dry. I took the vehicle to a Ford dealer
and, to my surprise, they knew about the problem but told me I had to pay the repair because its
covered on a technical service bulletin tsb but its not a recall. How can this not be a recall when
the van is going along well and as soon as it starts raining, I start having drive ability issues,
transmissions starts acting up, engine starts acting up, some times stalls, in general I have a
vehicle that appears to be "allergic to water. I put a date on the "when did this happen" field but
this is an ongoing issue. Search CarComplaints. Everytime I stop at either a stoplight or stop
sign it stalls out. The battery light comes on and then goes back off. I am able to restart it back
up and continue it on. I have had the electrical computer fixed and had a full tune up done and it
still stalls out. This vehicle I received numerous recalls and had many problems with this
vehicle. Major electrical problems. When it would rain and get car wash the electrical system
would malfunction and cause engine not to run properly and check engine light would come on.
In April of engine was malfunctioning and caused me to get in accident. This vehicle has since
been impounded and loan company santander trying to bill me for remainder of loan and now
causing major credit issues. Problem 1 the passenger side window will not work. It's controll
module was replaced it worked one time and stopped working again. Problem 2 the drive axle
broke in traffic luckily we were stopping and were only going about 5 mph. Problem 3 today
after a night of heavy rain when the van was unlocked the radio came on before the key was
even in the ignition. Which brings us to problem 4 the biggest and no doubt most expensive.
The van started and was running kind of sluggish but ran fine in reverse but if you shift to drive
the van shuts off. You cannot start it in neutral either. I have had 2 independent mechanics look
at it today both say it is the torque converter. I looked it up and there is a recall but of course it's
the weekend and I can't call to see if it's covered. The Freestar is shorting out all the sensors
are shorting out U took it to be put on machine and it cane back with 17 sensors malfunction
going on and it's the only vechele I own and I've googled the problem and I see other people are
having the same problem what should I do I might be driving down the road and the vraje
sensor is going and I can't stop I'm not rich I cantvgo buy another van please help - Union City,
PA, USA. The contact stated that the rear door latch was loose. The latch required readjustment
in order to connect the latch. The contact also indicated that the plastic piece on the rear seat
lever fractured and the bottom latch was used as a temporary option to lift the seat up and
down. The front passenger side window also failed to open and close. The motor for the window
regulator was replaced but the failure recurred and the window on the passengers side still
would not open and close. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , While driving my 4 children all but one in a car
seat, my car just died without warning, my car starting rolling backwards before I had even
realized it shut down. In panic I got the car stopped and put into park and got hazards on and
then tried starting car and it fired right back up. I brought it to mechanic to be told its the air
filter, changed that then got told its the mass air flow sensor, replaced that then was told that's
not it. Finally someone said its the PCM!! And from what I can follow from the other complaints
its not just me this happening to over and over again. This is a faulty make and should not have
to come out of the customers pocket anymore. Ford should pick up the pieces. My car has
spent 10 days at Ford to be serviced after having the safety recall service for the torque
converter performed. The vehicle was behaving unpredictably, sometimes stalling out while
idled, stalling out while in motion, sometimes idling with high or low rpms. The dealership took
it back in to check the torque converter, they then said it wasn't the torque converter but the
throttle body, they then cleaned that and said it's not the throttle body, it's the PCM. The PCM is
taking on water from a flawed design of the above PCM where water is retained and eventually
leaks on to the connector. This issue creates a number of different symptoms making it hard to

identify the origin of the problem. Causing extended stays for maintenance. This should be
rectified by Ford and not it's customers as there's no way this flaw can be caused by user error,
it's a design flaw that should not exist. It would die and then fire right back up just to do it once
again. Soaked PCM connector was to blame both times. This is obviously a design flaw by Ford
and needs to be taken care of. I'm glad I was not on the interstate or in the middle of an
intersection. I was driving the vehicle and it was raining outside and as I was driving all of a
sudden my car just died in the middle of the freeway no warning, no nothing just died I almost
was rear ended, I took it to a mechanic who said the PCM is not sealed properly and got wet and
fried out this is unbelievable that Ford would see tons of these complaints like I have seen
online same problems and put people lives and their childrens lives in danger with this poor
manufacturing. What can I do "? Started sputtering, jerking, and stalling PCM was wet causing
all kinds of havic lost power going into a turn and almost went into a ditch Ford needs to recall
this ongoing problem and get it fixed before something major happens alot of people are
complaining and Ford knows it is there fault and they have a problem but refuses to take care of
it. Different things are happening. My van idles at a higher RPM. My van doesnt want to crank on
the first turn of the key. My van is possibly miss-firing. My front wiper motor has stopped. My
alternator was replaced. Now my battery light comes on but then may go off. My car shuts off
when idles, my battery light is on. Nothing but the engine cranked, but battery light is on. My
battery was replaced with in 6 months before this. Sometimes the side doors decide to open
when button is pushed and sometimes they do not. I have been told that the problem is with
water getting into the PCM. Water should not be able to get into this area. There is not time
frame as to how long this has been damaged, but it is a problem. It needs to be fixed. When
researching the internet I find that this is almost everyone's answer to their problem, I feel that it
is an issue that needs some attention from Ford to recognize again. Yes sometimes these
problems can be due to something else but when all of the other items have been fixed or
replaced and it continues then it is a problem. Had the torque recall done last August by a local
dealership, and while accelerating yesterday I lost all control of the vehicle and the engine
stalled, transmission is now shot and the PCM is damaged from the moisture even though I had
completed the tsb the dealership advised me of. Several sensors kept failing randomly, and
would only last about a month. Stopped at a stop sign and the van would not move. No gears
worked. Couple days later, it drove fine. Couple days later no gears again. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
January in Ford. I have an 04 Monterey minivan an I am experiencing serious electrical
problems. The battery light comes on and stays on for about 30 seconds then goes off. After
this, the dash lights and radio go off. Most of the time they come back on within a few seconds.
Recently I noticed that if I turn the headlights off and then back on, the dash lights and the radio
come back on right away. Sometimes when this happens, the display states to "Check braking
system" and then goes to "Check traction control. I had a new remote starter installed and
things were fine for about three months. The exterior lights remain on when this happens and
the van runs fine otherwise. Has anyone else experienced any problem like this? Any ideas on
what the problem might be? I plan on taking it to a different dealer next week. April We have the
same vehicle but, to the best of my knowledge my wife drives it mostly , we have not had this
happen. However, I had to drive it about a week ago and I noticed the display on the radio was
flashing and was totally frozen and would not play. I couldn't switch to CD, change stations,
nothing. I forgot to ask my wife about it but the next time I used the van a couple days later it
was fine and hasn't happened since. Another thing I noticed is that the cruise control no longer
works either. Does anyone know what I could check there? Is there a fuse controlling that which
may need to be replaced? July I thought he was trying to drum up business by replacing the
gizmo at the same time. August Not sure if my problem is electrical or not I was driving to Ohio
from Northern Michigan last night about 11 pm No sputtering, jerking, or anything else Blinkers
and windows still worked, but no steering abiltiy minimal , no brakes, no gas Thank God the
highway was not crowded, and I was able to use all of my strength to turn the wheel about a
centimeter, and "coast" over the the shoulder. Luckily, no one was hurt. The van would start
again, but "die" after 5 seconds. We were towed to Jackson, Mi. Has this happened to anyone
else? Noticed lots of transmission issues with the freestar on this blog. It was really frightening.
Thanks, Mother of four. Arolwing, I just bought a used 07' Freestar with less than 30k. Less than
5 days ago in fact. I have been reading posts like yours and I'm curious to see how your story
ended or what caused this? I have 3 young kids in the van now, and will take my oldest back to
Florida from Georgia on the 13th Our problem was quickly identified and remedied They
reportedly re-attached the hose and "double-wrapped" it, in hopes it won't happen again. Our

van has 17, miles on it I'd have them check this vaccuum hose and make sure it is secure. It was
quite scary. Good luck and safe travels! October This same thing happened to me today, luckily
I did not have my kids with me and safely pulled over. There was no warning. I was driving
about 45 mph and it just stalled. No power stearing, no brakes, nothing. I tried to start it a few
times afterwards and nothing. The Ford dealership said that later they drove it right into the
shop and can't find anything wrong with it. If it was a loose vacuum hose I don't think it would
have been able to start back up later. Anyone else have this happen? They said there is nothing
on the Ford website that comes up as a problem. My BIL is a Ford mechanic and he said they
were telling the truth, there is nothing on Fords website. He is trying to do some research and
see if he can find the problem. I told him about everyone on this site. I have had this van in the
shop almost every month in the 2 years we have had it for various problems, but this is the first
time I have been stranded. I am sick of this lemon!!! March I had this problem among many
others. Recently I had someone correct me if this isn't the correct term the power control
module replaced. Moisture was getting in there and causing havoc with my van. Since it has
been replaced I haven't had any issues. I also found Fords Technical Bulletin on line.. I removed
the PCM module which had signs of water on it.. Hello, I have a 04 Mercury Monterey, basically
the Freestar. For about a year, it has every once in a while not started after I drove for a long
time and the engine was hot. It would always start back up after it sat for 15 to 30 minutes. Then
it started doing it all the time. The last 3 times I have driven, it has stalled while driving just like
you and other s on this post. It will leave me stranded depending on if i am on a hill or not.
Again, I have always gotten it started, but the last time, it took over 1 hour. I asked several car
sites for help. After is cools down a bit, it starts, but now I am thinking it has more to do with the
vacuum line being loose. I haven't had time to mess with it yet. This will be my first step before I
drop the cash on the new pump. Just curious. Thanks, Mok. I did get it figured out, thanks to
this site! It was getting moisture in there and messing with all of the electrical components of
my van. Since being fixed I haven't had any problems. There is a Ford service bulletin for this. If
you look back a few pages of posts you will find it. I hope you can get it fixed. There is a pp who
dried his out himself and put silicone on it and it has been fine. If it is under warranty, print off
the bulletin and take it in. That's what I did. May Also the traction control will shut off for no
reason. The van will buck once in a while going down the hwy like a tranny slip or a misfire.
Help please :sick:. June What would cause a freestar to stop suddenly on the highway going 65
mile an hour. NO warning. It just stopped. The electrical system still worked as the lights,
windows , radio etc work. I couldn't get the van to restart. We noted in the week or two prior to
this that when the air conditioner was turned on it seemed to pull power from the engine Once
the air conditioner was turned off , then it was easier to get the speed up faster. This was not
happening last summer so I know it isn't something that just "happens" when the air is used. It
was also raining. So far two days in the service dept. This has scared the crap out of me. I did
tell the service manager that I would be dealing with Ford if this wasn't figured out. We were
almost killed. I'm sure it is the power control module PCM. Most of us have had the same
problem. It happened twice to me before we had the PCM replaced. Moisture gets in because the
seal is not good and causes all kinds of electrical problems. The reason the computer doesn't
show any codes is because it is a complete power failure. The exact same thing happened with
me. September I know exactly whats going on with this Vehicle. The computer is getting wet
and shorting out. My Ford freestar did the same thing and was in the shop three times within 40
days, It had to be towed to the dealer on two occasions. First time they replaced the computer.
Second time they replaced the shroud that disperses the water away from computer supposedly
and dried out the computer. I put 30, miles a year on my car. This car was 3 years old and out of
warranty. And bought a Toyota. This was a dangerous situation losing power in the middle of
the Highway. I'm being sued by Marine Federal for the balance of 15, Windshield wipers and
radio would come on and off without being turned on. I believe this was all caused by the same
thing, Rain and moisture getting into the computer. I wish I had to money to sue the crap out of
Ford for ruining my credit and almost putting me out of business. If I were you I would see what
kind of Lemon law you have in your state. I love America But our cars are crap. December So
since we all agree on the PCM being the problem and I know there are actually 3 of them in the
Freestar, can anyone tell me where they are located in the Van. Maybe I should check them out
before winter really sents in! This is not good when you're waiting at a stop light and frustrating
when you're in a drive thru. It occasionally pulses when going down the highway threatening to
stall. It has done it once I believe while on the highway, but a few times while in motion in town.
It sometimes starts back up and other times I've had to let it sit before I could restart it. The
other part of it is that when I press on the gas at times there is a sound like a coin rattling in a
can coming from the engine. Could I be right that it's the PCM or is it the fuel pump? Any
suggestions are appreciated! My van has had me stranded several times, the first two times I

had to have the van towed to my mechanic. It took the second time for him to figure out it was
the fuel reset button. The fuel pump would shut off for no reason and the engine would stop due
to no fuel. I have to open the back panel in the van where the jack is and push the red button
fuel pump switch and the van will start right on up. I have called ford and it is not under a recall,
maybe we should pressure them since this can cost us our lives on the road. It will cost too
much money for me to repair it. Always check this button first before calling the tow company. If
you do not have a smart or honest mechanic it may cost you dearly We have had the same
issues as all of you So far we have replaced the PCM.. Ford needs to answer to this Hi, I had a
similar issue, which came down to a loose vacuum hose. There are quite a few, so you may just
want to check them to make sure they are connected properly. Also may want to check for any
damaged ones. The only problem we have had so far is that the passenger side window won't
roll down or up. I'm thinking it might be a fuse, but so far haven't located it. The owner's manual
has been no help. Anyone have any ideas? Any help help would be much appreaciated, as I
don't want to take a simple problem into the dealership, because we just can't afford that right
now. I had the same problem with my van but with the drivers side window. It turned out that it
wasn't an electrical problem at all. I took the door panel off and moved the window motor with
my hand and it started working. I noticed that when the window got all the way to the top or
bottom, the motor would torque and then it would quit working again. If I held the motor with my
hand towards the inside of the vehicle, It would work every time. I took some wire ties and
wrapped around the motor to the inside of the door frame there is a hole in the door panel frame
right by the very bottom of the motor. This held the motor towards the inside of the car when it
hit top or bottom and fixed the problem. So far its been working for about a month. Yeah, we
still don't know exactly what it is. All the vacuum hoses have either been replaced or checked
over thoroughly. One time when it was acting up I wiggled things and when I jiggled the Mass
Airflow Sensor just right it started running normal. Since we had previously changed that MAF
sensor out we just cleaned it and the connector and it still gave us problems. So for the time
being we are driving the van without the MAF in and it's been running just fine. I'll keep posted
once we replace it though. It is amazing. We seem to have exactly the same problems that
everyone has listed. The passenger window has supposedly been fixed twice We have had alot
of the same problems. The tire light would not go off, radio going crazy, the car "was" jurking
forword when starting and stall. It stopped and would not start again. The cam sensor, the
computer, and one other major item have all been replaced Is the Freestar under any types of
recalls for all the recurring problems? AND problems. Just disvicered yesterday The Pcm has a
plug that screws on Any green pins or green areas? I just ordered a new PCM yesterday Good
luck! I fixed the problem by giving the vehicle back to the dealership under the lemon law.
Bought a Toyota instead. I will never buy a ford again. When she got it checked apparently the
fault code read as, high fuel pressure. The mechanic checked the pressure and it was normal,so
he reset the system,a few days later the lamp came on again,she took it back to the garage and
had it re checked, again the fuel pressure was normal,so the mechanic said its just one of those
things,dont worry to much about it. The problem I can see is,what if something else goes
wrong,the lamp is already lit. Anybody had this problem? I would suggest reading about PCM
faults other related messages and mis-diagnosis of problems due to PCm getting wet. Thanks
on the Info for where to look for the PCM. We pulled off the cowls and got to the PCM
unscrewed it and it is just fine. No signs on either the PCM or the plug that there is or was a
moisture problem. So onto the next item, the Ignition control Module. But not quite sure where it
is on our Freestar. Will get the ICM checked by next weekend for sure. Will keep posted. This is
purely a guess but We checked. The Haynes manual says passenger side fender wall, between
the coolant reservoir and the right strut tower. We didn't see it. My family has a Freestar we
were at the store the other day after a 10 mile drive and the van died it initially restarted without
any problems so we parked it and went in the store when we came back out and tried to start it
it would click only once like the starter couldn't turn the flywheel anyone else ever have this
problem? We had the starter tested and it came back fine but I can't get it to start! Where do I
start My wife turned it on one day and it wouldn't go anywhere. Had it towed to Ford dealer and
they replaced both items. Brought it home and after a week or two the van stalled and coasted
to the side of a gravel road. Again would not go into drive or reverse and it happened after a
heavy rain which I thought was interesting. Had it towed back to Ford dealer and after a month
or so of troubleshooting they thought it was a bad PCM from Ford and they replaced it. Ford
covered it apparently I expressed from the get go that I thought water was getting into the PCM
due to forums like these and they disagreed with me. So I took the van home after the different
PCM was installed and the next morning the battery was dead. Again this confirmed my idea
about water getting into the PCM. Took it back to dealer and they again disagreed with me and
after a couple months of troubleshooting on their part finally found water in the PCM. Except

this time they want me to cover the new PCM!! They will not back down from this and I even
called Ford and complained to them about this whole situation and engineering problem on
their end. This has really left me wondering if I will purchase another Ford. Very upset. I have
spent on it already and if i have to pay for the PCM it will be another I found a post about a guy
finding a firewall support column full of water and drilling a hole in it but the dealer won't even
try to find this column. Have tried to pick it up twice and both times the service engine light
comes on before going more than 10 miles. This time it is saying the cam sensor. I think water
is still getting into the computer even though they claim to have siliconed the heck out of it. The
TSB has already been done apparently. I too have had my PCM "fixed" It ran fine after that. Now
a new problem and I was hoping to get some opinions here. In the last 2 months I've had my AC
"recharged" and the transmission rebuilt. Does anybody know if the guys doing any of that
work would have reason to access the PCM? If so, they probably didn't re-seal it properly and I
should do it. My electrical problem seems to happen more in wet weather I suspect I have a
short: 2. Sometimes when trying to start the van it just goes 'click', 'click', 'click', etc. So I lightly
jiggle the positive battery cable and it will start. Sometimes it takes tries Had it checked at
Autozone Starter is good, Alternator is good, battery was bad so I replaced it 2 weeks ago and
still have the problem. Went to leave for work today and it won't start. Tried the jiggle wire trick
times All the connections are tight: Battery terminal, starter, ground. When it does not start, I
still have power One time the van will go click, click, click, etc. Jiggle cable and maybe it will
just go click once and then dead. Jiggle cable again and maybe get absolutely nothing--no click,
completely dead but still have lights, bell, etc. Every time I jiggle the cable I get one of these
responses For the last 2 weeks it hasn't been too bad. Like I said, usually only 2 or 3 jiggles and
I would find the "sweet spot" and the van would start. Do these symptoms sound like water in
the PCM? I suspect that a short developed somewhere in the positive cable over time but never
reared it's ugly head until somebody got under there and moved stuff around while working on
the van. Does this sound to anyone like I'm on the right track? Sounds like the trouble I had
could be what you went through Sorry you already spent the money, but hopefully this info will
find you I am currently having an electrical problem with my 05 Freestar. My light out indicator
is coming on occasionally and when it does, the van will not shift from park into any gear, the
passenger side headlight is out, no brake lights, no driver side rear turn signal or tail light and
my driver side cornering light is on even when the turn signal is not on. Has anyone had any
issues like this? If so what is the fix? I've tried the brake on off switch, also replaced the smart
junction box or internal fuse box. Neither of these took care of the problem. I suspect you have
a corrosion problem with your PCM which can cause your problems. I believe your problem is
your PCM. It is getting wet and shorting out, It is a design flaw. Mine caused me all kinds of
grief. Wipers would turn on without me touching the switch, The Radio would pop on and off. I
turned it in to the dealership as a voluntary Repo. I'm in court next week being sued for 15
grand by the bank. September edited September I have a headlight issue with my '05 Ford
Freestar SE. Headlights work fine on low beam, but when switched to highbeam, headlights go
out entirely. Have changed bulbs and all fuses are intact. Any ideas? PS this problem is on both
sides. November edited November Did it ever get resolved? Funny how it goes to AM on the
stereo, even after shut off, and from a different station. Now intermittently, the car won't start starter solenoid clicks, but no turning. Lights die when I do that, but then come right back
brightly. It has happened three times. First time I jumped it, nothing - until I started the other car.
Then it started right up. Second time, it would not restart, but later that night it started
repeatedly. Next morning, problem shows up again. November All of my electrical problems
were solved I had some of the same issues you are having and many more when I had the
power control module PCM replaced. It was in the shop almost 25 times in the first two years. I
haven't had it in since the PCM was replaced. Sadly it took me printing off info from this site for
them to fix my problem. Did you solved the problem? I have about the same problem, My PCM
was wet, after I dried it 4 days with a small heater, the car start and work fine but the radio stay
on sometimes, the auto-light is on and the power windows is alimented without the key I tough
that the SJB was the problem but I've read that someone has changed it but still have the same
problem. Sorry for my very bad english, I speak french. Just got our van back '04 Freestar -Traction control lite is on, and also cruise doesn't work since as I understand it the systems are
integrated. I had the same problem cruise control and I've changed a swith under the master
cylinder and the problem was solved. My friend with an Explorer had the same problem and a
little garage had is switch unplugged and put a wire between the 2 connector and the problem
was solved. For your traction control problem, there's a TSB about it The problem is coming
when it's raining Sorry for my english, I speak French Refer to the following Service Procedure.
First perform normal diagnostics per Workshop Manual Section If the concern is corrected,
return the vehicle to the customer. If the concern is still present, proceed to Step 2. If the latest

ABS module is not installed, proceed to Step 3. If the latest module is installed, proceed to Step
4. Install latest level ABS module. If water is present, replace the HCU as well. Refer to
Workshop Manual Section for removal and installation procedures. Perform IVD calibration
sequence. If the concern is still present and only the ABS module was replaced, proceed to Step
4. Lightly apply the brake pedal and the PID reading should be approximately Then increase
brake pedal pressure, the reading should increase. If the brake pressure transducer does not
operate as described, replace the HCU assembly. If the brake pressure transducer does operate
as described, or if concern is still present after HCU replacement, proceed to Step 5. Check
operation of the brake pressure switch. With key on, measure voltage at ABS module Pin With
the brake pedal released, battery voltage should be present. Apply the brake pedal, the voltage
reading should be zero 0 volts. If the brake pressure switch does not operate as described,
check the circuit for the brake pressure switch at the master cylinder. If no circuit problems are
found, replace the brake pressure switch. December edited December Of course they claimed it
was already broke, however now, the cruise control quit working and when I shut off the car the
windows still operate and the radio won't turn off unless you turn it off manually. Anybody have
a clue whats going on? Thanks Btw, the radio is supposed to shut off by it self when you shut
the car off and open the door. This all happened around the same time so I'm thinking its all
related, but maybe not. Look at the PCM. If it gets wet, weirdness will happen. I bet you the tire
pressure monitor being broken is just a coincidence it happened around the same time January
edited January I got the same problem with my vehicle. Just wanted to know if you were able to
find a solution to this random lighting problem? Would really appreciate the help. I have tried
isolating the problem from the Smart Junction Box down in the kick Panel. I analyzed all the
lighting circuits, and focused on the Accessory delay relays causing an automatic actuation of
the lights. I also opened the transmitter from the key and sure enough the unlock button was
stuck maybe causing an automatic engagement of the unlock button, therefore all the lights
turning on. However all attempts in diagnosing went down the drain since lights turn on and off
at random times. And when a test is performed, the problem randomly ceases from occurring
for a few hours or even days and then comes back. Once again thanks for any help that you can
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